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LET’S FACE IT! FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF US, THE IDEA OF A WORKOUT 
IS UGH … UNPLEASANT. WE CRINGE AT THE THOUGHT OF CRUNCHES, 
WE PALE AT THE NOTION OF PUSHUPS, YET WE ALL WANT TO BE FIT, FEEL 
GREAT, SLEEP BETTER, AND HAVE MORE ENERGY, RIGHT?

Enter Fitness Together Tysons, a personal training studio located right in Tysons Corner. 
It’s defi nitely not a gym, which is evident the moment one walks through the door. With three 
semi-private rooms, the style and mood is low key and non-intimidating. All training is done by 
appointment with 45-minute sessions. Th ere is no initiation fee and no membership fee. Fees are 
charged per session with packages available for diff erent numbers of sessions.

Clients range in age from those in their mid-twenties to folks in their eighties. Because of the 
staff ’s knowledge plus their expert care, people have found FT Tysons to be a great resource for 
addressing a wide range of issues: orthopedic concerns, chronic pain, increased muscle/weight 
loss, pre/post rehab, even medical issues like diabetes and hypertension.

Th e program begins with a 1 ½ - 2-hour consultation 
to review the client’s goals, to set expectations, and 
to establish the best approach to achieving great 
results. Th e FT Tysons team members are 
experts at identifying the client’s needs 
and tailoring the program to move 
from their current situation to the 
desired outcome with maximum 
eff ect but without overstressing the 
body. In fact every client’s program is 
completely individualized and designed 
to allow them to progress comfortably 
from session to session.

Fitness Together Tysons
Improving Fitness, 
Improving Lives

BY RICK MUNDY
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Th e training is conducted largely in 
one-to-one sessions, although small group 
physical training is an option. Th e staff  is 
a group of certifi ed training professionals 
who work as a team to support each 
client. In addition to acquiring nationally-
recognized certifi cations, each FT Tysons 
trainer must pass an internal certifi cation, 
working 40 hours with team members 
before they allowed to work alone 
as a trainer. 

With a high degree of communication 
among the team and meticulous charts 
that report on the client’s work and 
progress, each trainer is able to work with 
every client and know exactly how to 
help them progress. Th is communication 
is key because each client is special with 
unique needs. One may want to have 
reps counted while another only wants to 
know when there are two reps left. 

Why the name? Fitness Together is an 
indication that an individual is able to 
work together with a trainer to achieve 

their goals. At the Tysons location, the 
focus is on the completely customized 
approach to helping each individual 
maximize their success.

Th e two individuals running the 
show are truly passionate about 
helping people become more fi t. Karen 
Azoff , the owner, and Lynn Ortiz, the 
Director of Operations, both worked 
for government contractors until a few 
years ago. Th ey both started training in 
diff erent facilities in 2008. Two years 
ago, Karen started at Fitness Together 
and she “became the client who bought 
the business.” Th e facility, which was 
once on Cedar Lane, is now at 8300 
Boone Boulevard and is a completely 
diff erent experience. Fitness Together 
changed Lynn’s life. She became a trainer 
and later the Director of Operations. 
Karen likes to say that “Fitness Together 
brought two passionate women together 
to improve the lives of others.” 

Now when they’re together they can’t 
stop talking about their work, their 
clients’ successes, their extraordinary 
team, or why they have the best 
approach for improving fi tness. 

“When the average person goes to 
the gym, there is not usually a plan and 
they could end up doing whatever their 
trainer comes up with.  At FT Tysons, 
we are prepared to deliver the program 
we have set up for you,” says Karen. 

“It’s called Exercise Prescription 
because each person has their unique 
program that is science based,” explains 
Lynn. “In our sessions we use the 
body plus exercise tools and focus on 

functional training, consisting of mostly 
compound moves.  Our goal is to allow 
you to live a better life.”

Th ey are establishing partnerships 
within the medical community, working 
with chiropractors, physicians, physical 
therapists, and concierge medical services 
to assist their patients who need help with 
fi tness, recovery, pain, or other medical 
issues. Th e medical professionals learn 
that FT Tysons is not going to hurt their 
patients with over-aggressive training or 
the wrong exercise. Th e FT team will 
work with these professionals to translate 
what the doctors want into a meaningful 
program that benefi ts the patient.

Fitness Together Tysons also works 
in the communities to bring greater 
awareness to how fi tness can improve 
your life.  Th ey directed a pre-race 
stretching session at the Madison 5K 
race. Th ey are working with those that 
are physically challenged and plan to 
expand that work to improve those 
individuals’ general range of motion and 
fl exibility. A number of presentations 
also have been delivered to medical 
professionals and their patients.

“Our focus is our clients. We do 
everything we can to provide the 
schedule, the environment and a 
great experience.   We want people to 
succeed,” says Lynn. 

Karen adds, “When they succeed, 
we all succeed.”

Fitness Together Tysons is located at 
8300 Boone Boulevard, Suite 106, Tysons 
Corner. Learn more at www.fttysons.com 
or call them at 703 289-9909.Y

FITNESS TOGETHER
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